Abstract. Let X be a normal projective manifold, equipped with an effective 'orbifold' divisor ∆, such that the pair (X, ∆) is logcanonical. We first define the notion of 'orbifold cotangent bundle' Ω 1 (X, ∆), living on any suitable ramified cover of X. We are then in position to formulate and prove (in a completely different way) an orbifold version of Y. Miyaoka's generic semi-positivity theorem: Ω 1 (X, ∆) is generically semi-positive if K X + ∆ is pseudo-effective. Using [BCHM 06], we immediately get a statement conjectured by E. Viehweg: if X is smooth, and if ∆ is a reduced divisor with simple normal crossings on X such that some tensor power of
The cotangent sheaf of an orbifold pair
Let X be a complex projective normal and connected variety of dimension n = dim(X), with u ⊂ X a Zariski open non-empty subset. We denote by T U the tangent bundle of U and by Ω 1 U its dual, the cotangent bundle. The canonical bundle of U is denoted as usual by K U := det(Ω 1 U ). We consider (using the terminology of [Ca 04]) an 'orbifold' divisor ∆ := r j=1 δ j D j , where the coefficients (δ j ) j=1,...,r are positive rational numbers in the interval [0, 1] , and the D ′ j s are irreducible, pairwise distinct hypersurfaces of X. We say that such an 'orbifold pair' (X, ∆) is smooth if X is smooth, and the support Supp(∆) = ⌈∆⌉ = ∪ r j=1 ⌈δ j ⌉D j has normal crossings.
Such 'orbifold' pairs are usually simply called 'pairs' in the LMMP, which considers only the canonical bundle K X + ∆. These 'orbifold pairs' in [Ca 04] were introduced in order to 'virtually' eliminate in codimension one the multiple fibres of fibrations by a 'virtual ramified cover' of the actual base, ramifying over each divisor on the base to an order equal to the 'multiplicity' of the fibre over the generic point of the said divisor.
This point of view permits to introduce a geometry on such 'orbifold pairs', linked to the the classical theory of orbifolds when the 'multiplicities' are integral, by writing δ j = 1 − 1 m j , where the coefficients m j ≥ 1 are rational numbers, or +∞: ∆ then appears as the ramification divisor of some virtual ramified cover of X branching along D j with 'multiplicity' m j .
These orbifold pairs (X, ∆) interpolate between the compact case where, for all j, m j = 1 and the logarithmic case, where m j = ∞, respectively. In both (smooth) cases, the notions of tangent bundle, cotangent bundle and more generally, of a holomorphic tensor are classically defined.
Our first aim here is to introduce these notions for an arbitrary orbifold pair (X, ∆). In contrast to the above two cases however, the corresponding object does not live on X but only on some ramified cover of X as a coherent sheaf of O X -modules at least 1 . We shall introduce these objects first locally in coordinates, and then globalize them on some (non-canonically defined) ramified cover.
Local construction.
We first assume that we are working in local coordinates (x) = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ), near a smooth point of X where the support of ∆ is of normal crossings, and contained in the union of the coordinate hyperplanes D k defined by x k = 0, k = 1, . . . , n. Such points cover a Zariski open subset of X with complement of codimension at least two (and empty if (X, ∆) is smooth. We denote with m k = a k b k the multiplicities in ∆ of the coordinates hyperplanes. Here a k , b k are coprime integers with a k = b k = 1 if m k = 1 (i.e. if the coefficient δ k = 0), while a k = 1, b k = 0 if m k = +∞ (i.e. if δ k = 1).
In this case the very simple idea idea is that Ω 1 (X, ∆) should be the locally free O X -module generated by the elements
, for k = 1, . . . , n. When δ k = 0, or 1, we recover the classical 'compact' and 'purely logarithmic' cases. However, this construction does not make sense in the frame of classical complex geometry. We thus need to make ramified covers in order to work in this frame.
For each coordinate hyperplane x k = 0, write its multiplicity as:
, where a k , b k are nonnegative coprime integers. If δ k = 0, ie. m k = 1, we thus have: a k = b k = 1, while if δ k = 1, ie. m k = +∞, we have: a k = 1, b k = 0. In the other cases we have
Consider now the following (local near (0, . . . , 0)) ramified cover: π : Y := C n → C n given by: π(y 1 , . . . , y n ) := (x 1 := y a 1 1 , . . . , y an n ). This cover ramifies at order a k over each of the coordinate hyperplanes x k = 0. It thus does not ramify at all over the divisors where ∆ is either 0, or 'purely logarithmic'.
Pulling back our 'orbifold' one-forms
by f , we get (up to a non-zero constant factor) the holomorphic or logarithmic one-forms
Slightly more generally, if we consider a ramified cover defined by π(y 1 , . . . , y n ) = (y g 1 .a 1 1 , . . . , y gn.an n ), with g k positive integers, we would obtain: π * (
The dual sheaf T (X, ∆) will be defined similarly. In the same coordinates, it is 'virtually' generated by the elements x
. On Y , they become the dual meromorphic vector fields y
Observe that the sheaves defined in this way do not depend on the choice of coordinates, provided these are 'adapted' to ∆.
In this situation, we define the inverse image of the 'cotangent sheaf Ω 1 (X, ∆)' by f to be the (locally free) sheaf of O Y -modules generated by the elements π * (
) just computed. We shall denote it by:
We proceed similarly to define its dual π * (T (X, ∆)). Notice that no such inverse image sheaf is presently defined at the points of X which are either not smooth, or where the support of ∆ is not of normal crossings. This is indeed not needed, for our purposes (which permit to ignore codimension two subsets). However a (much more involved) definition could be given at these points too, but involving further considerations.
We shall now globalize this inverse image by considering global ramified covers of X. Normal cyclic covers will be sufficient here. We shall briefly explain how smooth Kummer covers can be used to get locally free inverse image sheaves which are everywhere defined by the above formulae, when (X, ∆) is smooth. Such covers have also be introduced by A. Langer for similar purposes in the surface case ( [La] ), and also in [J-K11], §.2, in the case of integral multiplicities.
Global construction.
Let ∆ := j δ j .D j be an orbifold divisor, with
. . , D m be the support of the 'finite' part of ∆ (i.e. those D j such that 0 < δ j < 1, or equivalently, such that 1 < m j < +∞). Let a be the least common multiple of the a j , j = 1, . . . , m.
There exists a very ample line bundle H on X, and a positive integer
has a non-zero section with a reduced zero locus Z in codimension one (this can be seen, for example, by applying the same statement to a smooth model s : X 1 → X of X, and to the strict transform of (D 1 + · · · + D m ) in X 1 , using the fact that s * (H) = H 1 + E, for H 1 ample on X 1 , and E an effective sexceptional divisor) . We consider the normalization π : Y → X of the cyclic cover of X associated to the section Z + (
′ .a, and define π * U (Ω 1 (X, ∆)) as in the preceding section over the Zariski open subset U of X consisting of the points where X is smooth, and Z + ⌈∆⌉ is a divisor of normal crossings. This definition makes sense, since π ramifies over the generic point of each D j , j = 1, . . . , m, to the order g := g ′ .a, which is divisible by a j . Since this sheaf is defined algebraically over (X, ∆) ). Let G ∼ = Z g be the Galois group of the covering π. The sheaf π * (Ω 1 (X, ∆)) is, by construction, invariant under the natural action of G over U, which extends to π * (Ω 1 (X, ∆)), by its very definition. The dual sheaf π * (T (X, ∆)) is defined similarly, as in the local description above over U, and extended to Y by applying (i U ) * also. Remark 1.1. If (X, ∆) is smooth, and if the support of ∆ is of simple normal crossings, we can obtain from [KMM87] (see equally [EV] and th references therein) a (non-cyclic) finite cover π : Y → X with Y smooth, and a branching divisor B + (D 1 + · · · + D m ) on X which is of simple normal crossings by using a composition of such cyclic covers, one for each the the D j , j = 1, . . . , m. In this case, U = X, so no extension (i U ) * is needed, and π * (Ω 1 (X, ∆)) is a locally free sheaf on Y , inductively generated by the explicit elements given in coordinates in the preceding section. Definition 1.2. Let Y be a normal and connected complex projective variety, and let G ⊂ Aut(X) be a finite group of automorphisms of X. Let U be a G-invariant Zariski open subset contained in the smooth locus of Y , and F U ⊂ M(T X ) be a coherent subsheaf of the sheaf of meromorphic vector fields on U, such that
Then we say that F is G-invariant if for each open set V ⊂ X, the differential of each element h ∈ G induces over U an isomorphism between the space of sections of F | V and the space of sections of F | h(V ) . This action then extends to F over all of X.
We will need the following fact, which is (likely) well-known in different contexts. Lemma 1.3. Let π : Y → X be the preceding cyclic cover defined above, with Galois group
Proof. It will be sufficient to construct F X over a Zariski open subset of codimension two, and to consider its extension to X. We shall thus consider a smooth point x 0 of X where the support of ∆ is smooth, and thus consists of a single D 1 of local equation x 1 = 0. If y 0 is a point of Y lying over x 0 , in suitable coordinates, π : Y → X is given near y 0 by: (t, y 2 , . . . , y n ) → (t g , y 2 , . . . , y n ) and the action of the generator h ∈ G is given by the multiplication of the coordinate t by a primitive g-th root µ of unity. We shall show that, locally, F is generated as a O Y -module, by Ginvariant sections, which are thus lifts of sections of T X . And F X will be, locally generated as a O X -module, by these sections.
Let V be a local section of F defined in a neighborhood of x 0 . Then
µ jk = 0 if j is not divisible by g, and h * (t) = µ.t, we have:
. By our saturation assumption, V 1 is a section of F , since t.V 1 is a section of F , and V 1 is a section of π * (T X ).
Y → X is a composition of cyclic covers, the above argument can be also applied inductively. In particular, the conclusion holds in the situation of remark 1.1.
Remark 1.5. The tangent and cotangent sheaf associated to (X, ∆) are clearly invariant by the group G acting on X. Also, one has the inclusion of sheaves π
over the Zariski open subset U ⊂ X consisting of smooth points of X where Supp(∆) is smooth. A similar fact holds for the cotangent sheaves (with a reversed inclusion). Moreover, we have, for any projective irreducible curve C ′ ⊂ f −1 (U) which meets transversally each component of π −1 (Supp(∆)) the exact sequence:
on C; this shows in particular that the degree of π * Ω 1 (X, ∆) on any curve cohomologous with the class π
Remark 1.6. It is immediate to see that the inverse image by π of any section of
1.3. Notion of orbifold generic semi-positivity.
Definition 1.7. We consider the data (X, ∆), H, f, Y as above. We shall say that Ω 1 (X, ∆) is generically semi positive (gsp in abbreviated form) if for any polarization B on X, the sheaf π * Ω 1 (X, ∆) defined above is G-generically semi-positive with respect to π * (B) in the usual sense. The latter condition means that any
Remark 1.8. This notion depends only on Zariski open subsets U with complements of codimension at least 2 in X (which is the reason why we did not need to have a refined definition of π * (Ω 1 (X, ∆)) over the complement of such a U.
We shall also see later (see remark 2.3.(2) below) that this notion of generic semi-positivity for orbifold cotangent bundles does not depend on the choice of covers chosen for its definition. For the time being, we shall check this in the following special case, used crucially in the proof of theorem 2.1.
We shall consider the following data: 1. (X, ∆) will be an 'orbifold pair', with X normal and projective, and π : Y → X will be a cyclic cover of degree g associated to ∆ as above.
2. f : X Z will be a rational fibration, and U f ⊂ X Zariski open with complement of codimension at least 2 in X, U f consisting of smooth points x of X at which the support of ∆ is smooth (or empty), and such that the map f is holomorphic at x, with fibre having a smooth reduction.
3. C ′ ⊂ Y will be a generic member of the algebraic family of complete intersections π * (m.B) n−1 , m >> 1: it is thus a projective smooth connected curve contained in π −1 (U f ). It thus meets transversally each component of π −1 (Supp(∆)), and also each of the finitely many irreducible divisor F k of X, k = 1, . . . , r meeting U f , and such that f (F k ) is a divisor of Z, and the multiplicity of f along F k ∩ U f is equal to some t F ≥ 2.
4. Let ∆ hor be the union of the components of ∆ which meet U f and are mapped by f onto Z, each affected with the same coefficient it has in ∆. Proposition 1.9. In this situation, let
This equality can also be written as:
Proof. The quotient F ∆ /π * (F X ) is a skyscraper sheaf concentrated on the union of the support of ∆, and of the F k (this over U f , at least), and:
′ is equal the length of this skyscraper sheaf over C ′ . We are thus reduced to the local computation of this length at an arbitrary point y 0 ∈ C ′ . By the transversality assumption, we may assume that we have local coordinates y := (y 1 , . . . , y n ) and x := (x 1 , . . . , x n ) near y 0 and x 0 := π(y 0 ) respectively such that, in these coordinates: π(y) = (y g 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ), and
, while the curve C ′ is parametrically defined by the map γ : w → γ(w) := (w, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Y , for w ∈ C near 0. The coordinates x, y, z with indices 2 or more do not contribute to the computation, and are thus ignored; the sheaf γ
This establishes the claim, since the local length at y 0 is then given by:
Remark 1.10. This proposition thus shows that the degree of 'algebraically defined' quotient sheaves of π * (Ω 1 (X, ∆)) on 'generic' curves of Y is, in fact, computed from data defined on X, and thus independent on the cyclic cover Y . The first step of the proof of theorem 2.1 will, in fact, precisely show that such quotients are 'algebraically defined' if anti-ample on Mehta-Ramanathan curves.
Remark also that proposition 1.9 holds true for any birational model of f , provided one chooses C ′ accordingly. In particular, we may (and shall in the end of the proof of theorem 2.1) assume that f : X → Y is holomorphic and ∆-neat, in the sense of definition 2.7 below.
2. An orbifold version of Miyaoka's generic semipositivity A Q divisor E on a projective manifold X is said to be pseudoeffective if the divisor E + ε.H is Q-effective (and thus big) for any rational ε > 0. According to [BDPP 04 ], E is pseudo-effective if and only if E.C ≥ 0, for any irreducible member C ⊂ X of any covering family of curves on X.
Theorem 2.1. The sheaf π * Ω 1 (X, ∆) is generically semi-positive if the pair (X, ∆) is log-canonical, and K X + ∆ is pseudo-effective on X.
The generic semi-positivity theorem of Y. Miyaoka ([Mi85] ) asserts that a normal projective variety X is not uniruled if and only if Ω 1 (X) is generically semi-positive. This statement is equivalent to the conjunction of two results: the bundle Ω 1 (X) is generically semi-positive if and only if K X is pseudo-effective and: the canonical bundle K X is pseudo-effective if and only if X is not uniruled, respectively. The above theorem 2.1 extends the first assertion to the orbifold situation 3 , giving when ∆ = 0 an alternative proof in characteristic zero.
The second statement admits an orbifold counterpart, which is an immediate application of [BCHM 06]:
Theorem 2.2. K X + ∆ is pseudo effective if and only if (X, ∆) is log-canonical and not 'weakly uniruled' (i.e.: covered by rational curves R such that (K X + ∆).R < 0).
The property of 'weak-uniruledness' is, however, too weak to give interesting geometric informations. See [Ca 07] for more geometric (but in general only conjectural) variants of 'orbifold uniruledness'.
Remark 2.3.
1. It follows from theorem 2.1 and its proof that the property of π * (Ω 1 (X, ∆)) being gsp is independent of the cyclic cover used to define this property if K X +∆ is pseudo-effective. Conversely, if π * (Ω 1 (X, ∆)) is not gsp for some π : Y → X, the proof of theorem 2.1 constructs a fibration as in proposition 1.9 above, and this proposition shows that (π ′ ) * (Ω 1 (X, ∆)) will be non-gsp for every other cyclic cover π ′ associated to (X, ∆).
2. The conclusion of theorem 2.1 can conjecturally be strengthened to: "every quotient of Ω 1 (X, ∆) has a pseudo-effective determinant". Our arguments do not however permit to prove this. When X is smooth and ∆ = 0, this has been shown in [CP] .
The proof of theorem 2.1 consists of the following steps: arguing by contradiction, we construct, by Harder-Narasimhan theory and MehtaRamanathan theorem, a foliation on X, as Miyaoka did, (the involutiveness of the distribution is in our orbifold context more delicate, however). The algebraicity of the leaves is shown by applying the criterion of Bogomolov-MacQuillan ( , see also [Bo01] , [Har68] , [KST07] ). The contradiction is obtained using a slight modification of the orbifold version of Viehweg weak-positivity of direct images of relative canonical bundles as in [Ca 04], theorem 4.13.
We notice here that these two ingredients were also used in a parallel manner by Andreas Höring in [Ho] , theorem 1.4, to show that if X is a normal projective variety of dimension n and A a nef and big Cartier divisor on X such that K X + nA is nef, then Ω 1 X ⊗ A is generically semi-positive, unless X is birationally a scroll.
3 Under the log-canonicity assumption.
We now start the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof. We consider a cyclic cover π : Y → X associated to the orbifold pair (X, ∆). Arguing by contradiction, we assume the existence of a G-invariant torsion free sheaf of O Y -modules, say G 0 , which admits a surjective map π * Ω 1 (X, ∆) → G 0 → 0 and such that deg H ′ (G 0 ) < 0; here we use the notation H ′ := f * (B) for the (ample) inverse image of an arbitrary hyperplane section B on X. In other words, the degree of the restriction of G 0 to any MehtaRamanathan curve C ′ relative to H ′ is negative. We can assume that C ′ do not intersects the singular locus of G 0 , that is to say, that G 0 is locally free along C ′ . The dual G * 0 of G 0 , is a G-invariant torsion free subsheaf of π * (T (X, ∆)), and deg H ′ (G * 0 ) > 0. By hypothesis K X + ∆ is pseudo-effective, the degree of the determinant of π * (T (X, ∆)) on C ′ is negative, by Remark 1.5, and the orbifold tangent sheaf π * (T (X, ∆)) is not H ′ -semi-stable. Let F 1 be the semi-stable piece of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of π * (T (X, ∆)) of maximal H ′ -slope. By Mehta-Ramanathan, it restricts to a piece of maximal slope on the generic Mehta-Ramanathan curves
Lemma 2.4. The sheaf F 1 is G-invariant and saturated in π * (T (X, ∆)). Moreover, the restriction of F 1 to C ′ is semi-stable, and hence ample.
Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of its maximality properties, together with the fact that we are considering the stability with respect to an inverse image bundle. The second one is standard in HarderNarasimhan theory. The third one is due to the fact that the degree is strictly positive, together with semi-stability.
Proof. This is a consequence of the semi-stability of F 1 , via an argument due to Y. Miyaoka in [Mi85] , resting on the fact that the slope of the wedge product is twice the slope of the factors, by semi-stability again.
We need to 'descend' from (X, ∆) to the manifold X. We thus consider the saturation of F 1 in π * T X , denoted:
We remark that both of these sheaves are G-invariant, and therefore so is F (s) 1 . Therefore by Lemma 2.2, there exists a sheaf
Lemma 2.6. The sheaf F (s) is closed under the Lie bracket; it thus defines a foliation on X. These statements hold on the regular part of X.
Proof. The following observations will reduce it to Lemma 3.4 above.
Let L : Λ 2 F (s) → T X /F (s) be deduced from the Lie bracket on the tangent bundle T X . Let L 0 := π * L be the map deduced from L by inverse image and extension by O Y -linearity; it is defined as follows:
1 . The difficulty we have to deal with is that π * T X is not closed under the Lie bracket on T Y . Also, in general the map L 0 differs from the Lie bracket on Y over π −1 (Supp(∆)).
be the inclusion map. We shall show that the composition
factors through a map whose image is contained in π * (T (X, ∆))/F 1 , and Lemma 3.4 implies the claim.This assertion does not follows directly from the naturality of Lie-brackets; it will be checked by a direct computation.
Let y 0 ∈ Y be a point lying over the smooth part of X intersected with the set where Supp(∆) is smooth. We work locally in coordinates adapted to (X, ∆) and π. Let v 1 , ..., v l be the generators of The assertion we want to prove amounts to show that
for any pair of indexes (α, β), since the map L 0 is determined by the quantities above, by linearity. By using the notations and conventions in the first section, we write
where we use the notation a ) is holomorphic in x, for any (j, m).
The sheaf F (s) defines thus a foliation on the regular part of X, The restriction of F (s) to any curve C which is a complete intersection of n − 1 hyperplanes linearly equivalent to any large enough multiple of B is ample, since this is already the case for F 1 . By , the leaves of F (s) through any generic point of X are algebraic (since the generic curves C as above avoid the singularities of the foliation defined by F (s) ). The statement of obviously holds with the very same proof in the normal case as well, since the curves we consider are contained in the regular part of X.
We thus obtain a rational fibration f : X Z, such that for generic x ∈ X, the kernel of the differential df x is equal to F (s)
x . The idea to finish the proof is that, since (K X + ∆) is pseudo-effective 4 , the relative canonical bundle of f is pseudo-effective on any 'neat' model of f , which contradicts the positivity of the degree of F (s) when restricted to a generic curve C. The quotient sheaf Q f,∆ of π * (Ω 1 (X, ∆)) we have considered has however as kernel, not f * (Ω 1 Z ), but its saturation in π * (Ω 1 (X, ∆)). The difference for the degree computed on C ′ is however, after proposition 1.9 above, interpreted geometrically as coming from the orbifold divisor ∆ and the multiple fibres 5 of any 'neat' model of f . The needed refinement of the pseudo-effectivity of the relative canonical bundles turns out to be essentially the ones given either in [Ca 04], theorem 11.3; it can be equally extracted from [K] or [B-P] .
We introduce some notations and definitions: given a surjective map ϕ : M → N between two projective manifolds M and N, we denote by
. We also consider a divisor ∆ on M; in this context, we recall the following notion.
Definition 2.7. We say that the map ϕ is ∆-neat if the following requirements are fulfilled.
(a) The set D N (ϕ) is a (possibly empty) divisor.
Starting from our initial log-canonical (X, ∆), we can thus take a log-resolution g : X ′ → X such that X ′ is smooth, and a smooth orbifold pair (X ′ , ∆ ′ ) with f ′ : X ′ → Z ′ holomorphic and birationally equivalent to f via a modification v : Z ′ → Z, Z ′ smooth, such that:
with E g-exceptional, and such that, moreover, f ′ :
do not meet the indeterminacy locus of g −1 : X X ′ , we still know that F (s) is ample on C ′ (identified with its isomorphic strict transform in X ′ ). We can and shall now thus argue as if X = X ′ . We decompose the divisor ∆ as follows
so that each component of the support of ∆ vert maps via f onto some divisor of Z, while the restriction of f to any component of the support of ∆ hor is surjective. By the ∆-neat condition, only these possibilities can occur.
We now use the notations introduced before the proof of proposition 1.9. By assumption, the quotient Q f,∆) has an ample dual over C ′ . In particular, it has negative degree on C ′ . By proposition 1.9, this degree is given by:
Recall that the sum in D(f, ∆) bears on the finitely many irreducible divisors F k of X which are either components of ∆ vert , or mapped by f onto divisors of Z with multiplicity t k ≥ 2. Also, m ∆ (F k ) ≥ 1 is the ∆-multiplicity of F k .
Since we assumed K X + ∆ (and thus also K X ′ + ∆ ′ ) to be pseudoeffective, this negativity contradicts the following result (which thus ends the proof of theorem 2.1):
Theorem 2.8. Let (X, ∆) be a smooth orbifold pair, and let f : X → Z be a ∆-neat fibration. If K Xy + ∆ |Xy is pseudo-effective on the generic fibre X y of f , the Q−bundle
The result above can be easily derived from the proof in [Ca 04], Theorem 4.11, where the weak positivity of the relative orbifold canonical bundle is established (while we have here a weaker pseudo-effectivity statement, still valid by substracting some additional terms). In the special case where ∆ = 0, it is stated in [K] , and can be obtained as well from [B-P] . From this special case, one can however get the general case, by writing:
), in which the first term is the contribution of the multiple fibres of f , and the second the contribution of ∆ vert .
We shall now give in the following two sections two applications of theorem 2.1.
Birational stability of the orbifold cotangent bundles
We now give a consequence of theorem 2.1 (which was its original motivation). For similar results, we refer to [Ca09] , and to [C-G-P 11], where transcendental methods are used.
Corollary 3.1. Let (X, ∆) be a log-canonical orbifold pair, with X normal projective. Let H be any ample line bundle on X. Let π : Y → X be a cyclic cover associated to (X, ∆). Let F be a rank-one 6 coherent sheaf over Y , together with an inclusion F ⊂ ⊗ m (π * (Ω 1 (X, ∆))). Assume that K X +∆ is pseudo-effective, and that (K X +∆).H n−1 = 0 (resp. that tH := −(K X +∆) is ample, for some rational t > 0). Then:
More generally, the evaluation map at a generic point y ∈ Y :
(This is a version of the fact that holomorphic tensors are 'parallel' in this situation).
Proof:
The assertion 2 follows obviously from assertion 1, which we now prove. Let C ′ ⊂ Y be a Mehta-Ramanathan curve for H ′ := π * (H), and
is assumed to be pseudo-effective, and since a locally free sheaf on a smooth curve is nef if and only if so are its tensor powers). But det(Q).C = −F .C, since (K X + ∆).C = 0. Hence the claim.
The case t.H = (K X + D) is deduced from this case by replacing ∆ by
where B is a section of some high multiple NtH of H chosen in such a way that (X, ∆ + ) is log-canonical as well (and so that K X + ∆ + ≡ 0 as well).
Remark 3.2. The preceding corollary 3.1 applies if (X, ∆) is the image of some smooth orbifold pair (X ′ , ∆ ′ ) by a rational birational map µ : X ′ → X whose inverse does not contract any divisor, and with K X ′ +∆ ′ pseudo-effective (under the 'Abundance conjecture', if κ(X ′ , ∆ ′ ) = 0, the property (K X + ∆).H n−1 = 0 will be satisfied on any Log-minimal model of (X ′ , ∆ ′ )). In this case, using the invariant κ ++ introduced in [Ca09] , the forollary 3.1 shows that κ
A criterion for orbifold pairs of general type
The following result was conjectured by E. Viehweg in [V-Z 00].
Theorem 4.1. Let X is a projective manifold, and D = j D j a reduced divisor, such that (X, D) is a smooth 'purely-logarithmic' orbifold pair. We assume the existence of a big line bundle L on X, together with a map
. The second step of the argument below thus requires the bigness of L.
1. The argument proving theorem 4.1 can be extended with minor changes to cover the two following cases:
a. General log-canonical orbifold pairs (X, ∆) such that a big line bundle injects in ⊗ m (π * (Ω 1 (X, ∆)) for some cyclic cover π : Y → X associated to ∆.
b. More generally, if L and K X + ∆ are supposed to be pseudoeffective, then ν(K X + ∆) ≥ ν(L), where ν stands for the numerical dimension .
2. Remark also that, since the tensor product of two line bundles, one big and the other pseudo-effective, is big, the conclusion of the theorem were obvious if one could prove that the quotients of Ω 1 (X, ∆) have a pseudo-effective (instead of gsp) determinant, under the hypothesis of theorem 2.1. This stronger property has been shown in [CP] when ∆ = 0 if X is smooth.
3. Another proof of theorem 4.1 can be given along quite different lines, using jet bundle techniques introduced by J.-P. Demailly in [D] ; it will be discussed in a forthcoming article.
Proof. Let A be a very ample line bundle on X having a section whose zero set Z is smooth and such that D ∪ Z is of normal crossings, A being sufficiently multiplied, so that
.A is pseudo-effective. Consider the orbifold pair (X, D + t.Z), for t ≥ 0 rational. The proof consists of two steps:
Step 1.
A is pseudo-effective, with 0 ≤ t < 1. We shall prove this after proving the second step.
Step 2. K X + D is pseudo-effective. We prove this step 2 now, assuming step 1. Assume, by contradiction, that K X +D is not pseudoeffective. Let 1 2 ≥ t 0 > 0 be the smallest of the real numbers t such that
By the first step, K X + D + t 0 .Z is big. But this implies that K X + D + (t 0 − ε).Z is pseudo-effective for some ε > 0, contradicting the definition of t 0 .
Proof of step 1: We illustrate the idea in the special case where
such that the difference L − a.A is Q-effective), and let c = c(n, m) > 0 be such that det(
We then have (using the fact that Ω 1 (X, D + t.Z) is gsp, thus as well as its tensor powers, and the Khovanskii-Teissier inequalities for the third and first inequalities, respectively):
n .vol(A) > 0, the last inequality being implied by corollary 3.1. This implies that K t is big.
We then reduce to the case when K t := K X +D+t.A is nef, assuming it to be pseudo-effective, by using [BCHM 06]. We shall give two proofs of step 1. We consider in both proofs the sequence of klt orbifold divisors First proof: Raising L to some suitable power,we can, and shall, assume that L is 'very big' (i.e: its linear system gives a birational map on X). By [BCHM 06], there exists a composition µ : X X 0 of divisorial contractions and flips such that (
this is a very big Cartier rank one coherent sheaf (well-defined since µ −1 does not contract any divisor). We have for the same reason a natural injection of sheaves
. For any t ≥ 0, k > 0, we also get (after lifting to a suitable cyclic cover of X ′ ) an injection of sheaves
is gsp, and K ′ is nef, we get:
In this step, since µ is not necessarily regular, we first replaced (X, D t,k ) by a log-smooth birational model ν : (X", D" t,k ) → (X, D t,k ) such that ρ := µ • ν becomes regular on X", and ρ * (K ′ ) is thus nef on X", here A" := ν * (A), L" := ν * (L). Observe indeed that K ′ can be approximated by ample divisors on X ′ , so that K ′n−1 is a limit of curves with rational coefficients on X ′ which are complete intersections contained in the locus where ρ −1 is regular, so that K ′ and K X" + D" coincide on them. The projection formula then shows that, since A" = ν * (A), the lower bound A".ρ
does not depend on k > 0, for t ≥ 0 fixed, where the (strict) positivity follows from corollary 3.1.
The rest of the proof is then just as in the case where K t is nef, letting k → +∞, using the continuity of the volume, and the equality:
.This finishes the first proof.
Second proof: Fix t, k as above. We work with the orbifold divisor ) .A is big, and K X +D t,k ) can be written as a klt divisor, the associated canonical algebra R t,k associated to K := K + D t,k is finitely generated, after [BCHM 06] . There thus exists a Zariski decomposition for K t,k , that is: a modification p :
is of simple normal crossings such that p * (K) = P + N, where P is big, without base points, with the same volume V ol(P ) = P n = vol (K) , N is effective, and N.P n−1 = 0. The modification p is a suitable sequence of blow-ups with smooth centers making the ideal I ⊂ O X locally generated by the vanishing loci of a set of generators of the algebra R t,k . By [Kol] , we can, moreover, chose this sequence of blow-ups in such a way that, additionally, the support of K X ′ /X is contained in the inverse image of the cosupport of the preceding ideal I, where all sections of the generators of R t,k vanish. This property implies that F.P n−1 = 0 for each irreducible component F of Exc(p).
Because (X, D) is log-canonical and D is reduced, we have: (X, D) ) thus also lifts to:
.p * (V )) is also log-canonical, by the generic choice of V , which permits to impose that V does not contain any component of the cosupport of the ideal I.
The injection p ).p * (A), we get the first inequality below: p * (L) · P n−1 ≤ c.K ′ · P n−1 = c.p * (K).P n−1 = c.(P + N).P n−1 = c.P n , the second equality comes from the fact that F.P n−1 = 0 for each component F of Exc(p).
We can now conclude as when K is nef, since P n = V ol (K) .
From [V-Z 00] (see [Ke] , which, among many other things, surveys in a detailed way the problem, the notions involved, and the known special cases) we get:
Corollary 4.3. Let f : X → B be a projective submersion between quasi-projective manifolds X, B. Assume that the fibres are (connected) canonically polarized manifolds. If the variation V ar(f ) of the family is maximal (i.e. equal to dim (B) ), then B is of log-general type (i.e: KB + D is big, for any smooth projective compactificationB of B with complement D :=B − B a divisor of simple normal crossings onB).
The two main cases known before were [Ke-Ko] (the three-dimensional case), and [Pat] (the case where B is either compact, or admits a nonuniruled compactification). The solution of [Ke-Ko] rests on the knowledge of the abundance conjecture in dimension 3, while the solution of [Pat] rests on the main result of [CP] . The surface case is treated by different methods in [KK08] .
Remark 4.4. A stronger statement, conjectured in [Ca09] asserts that a family of canonically polarized manifolds f : X → B as above is isotrivial if B is 'special', an algebro-geometric notion introduced in [Ca 07]. Specialness roughly means 'opposite' to (Log)-general type. This stronger statement is actually the exact higher-dimensional formulation of the original conjecture of Shafarevich (proved by A. Parshin in [Par] ), once 'special' quasi-projective manifolds are seen as the higherdimensional versions of non-hyperbolic quasi-projective curves.The methods of the present paper might permit to attack this stronger conjecture by using the refinement of [V-Z 00] given in [J-K] , asserting that the 'Viehweg-Zuo sheaf ' comes from the moduli stack. This conjecture is established in [J-K11] in dimensions at most 3.
